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each side were three others a few feet lower down. A vast crowd
of seated Jains, men, women and children, covered every available
foot of the ground and overflowed amongst the tents and on to
the roofs o? surrounding buildings. Amidst cries of welcome
the Sadhu and seven Munis all of them completely naked—
elderly, emaciated, thoughtful men—walked to the dais* Each
bore in his hand a little bowl to hold water for their religious
ablutions and a fly whisk of peacocks' feathers with which to
sweep their surroundings lest in inadvertence they should take
even the most insignificant life. The Sadhu seated himself cross-
legged on the farther of the two higher tables, the Muni who
was to be the hero of the ceremony sitting in front of him and the
six others on the two sides on a lower level. After the reading of
a few verses by a Pundit the rite began,
The ritual term of four months during which a Muni's hair
and beard must be allowed to grow untouched, had come in the
case of one of them to an end, and in the presence of the great
crowd the man began to pluck with his finger and thumb his
own beard. With quick jerks he removed, tuft by tuft, the hair
from his face, putting ashes upon the injured skin to stop the
bleeding. His beard denuded, a matter of half an hour's labour,
he began upon the four months' growth on his head, a thick
tangled mass of grey. In another half-hour he had plucked the
front, top and sides of his head, that is to say all that it was
possible to pull out himself. Thereupon a second Muni standing
behind him completed the operation and did not abandon his
task until the victim was completely bald. During the whole
process from time to time two other Munis approached and
examined his eyes, for every tear would have meant a day of
fasting in that his control of his body was not complete. But
not a tear hung between those open eyelids. The removal of the
hair necessitates two days' complete fast for the Muni concerned,
the day of the ceremony and that which follows it—forty-eight
hours without food or water.
It was a strange sight, the six thin naked men raised high
above the heads of the seated crowd, with a background of tents
and trees and banners and great inscriptions in white letters on a
red ground. And every now and then the people from watching
the Munis would turn to regard with friendly curiosity the solitary
Englishman who had got into those curious surroundings, and
sat impressed and sedate in a large armchair surrounded by a
courteous and kindly group of Delhi's notable Jains.

